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Finnlo BioForce Extreme Core (3848)  
 

The Finnlo Bio Force Core - with
resistance up to 125kg - the revolution in
strength training! Instead of conventional
weight blocks, the Bio Force strength
station works with space-age TNT
resistance technology. The nitrogen-filled
cylinders generate uniform resistance and
work completely silently. New - now with 2
x AB loops and 1 x AB strap.

 CHF 1'499.00  
      

      

Adjusting the Finnlo Bio Force is very easy: the slide and lock mechanism allows you to adjust the 
resistance up to 125 kg (up to 62.5 kg for bilateral training) in 2.5 kg increments with a single
movement, without having to get up from the weight station. The differentiated resistance setting of the
weight station also allows the weaker half of the body to be compensated for while performing the same
exercise.

Together with the ingenious cable pull system and the many adjustable pull positions, the Bio Force
strength station offers a total of over 100 different exercise options. The four pull points per side at
shoulder height enable four different training widths for chest and arm training and therefore a targeted
muscle approach. Two foot straps for extensive training of the lower extremities are included. Adductors,
abductors and the rear leg muscles can be easily trained. The seat can be easily removed for standing
or kneeling exercises. As a guide, all exercises are structured and listed with descriptions and photos in
the enclosed manual.

Perfect for at home: The Bio Force Extreme weighs only 78 kg and can be easily moved around the
room using the transport wheels.

Features:

Weight type: nitrogen cylinder with resistance setting from 5 to 125kg adjustable in 2.25kg
increments (for bilateral training 2.5 to 62.5kg). The resistance of this innovative TNT system
(Total Nitrocell Technology) is generated by the compression of nitrogen
A total of over 100 different exercise options
Silent and even resistance
Easy resistance adjustment via slide-lock mechanism without having to stand up
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Bilaterally different weight settings (2.5 - 62.5 kg) enable targeted compensation of muscular
weaknesses
4 rope pull points per side at shoulder height for targeted activation of the upper body muscles
with pull-up handles
1 user
5-way adjustable backrest
Space-saving, modern design
Height-adjustable, removable seat cushion
Quality upholstery
Tablet holder: variety and motivation through music, films and videos (tablet not included)
transport castors
Color: anthracite lacquer, black upholstery with embroidered logo
Target price CHF 1'699.--

Use: home use, payload: approx. 135kg
Equipment dimensions L134 x W168 x H218cm, training dimensions: L180 x W228 x H230cm, weight
80kg
Accessories: lat pull-down bar, hand pull-down loops, 2 x AB loops, AB strap, training instructions with
over 100 exercises
Option: Bio Force accessory set, Power Bench
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding travel time and consumables such as
pads/cables)
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